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RELATIVE DEFECTS CORRESPONDING TO THE COMMON

ROOTS OF TWO MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

BY ANAND PRAKASH SINGH

I. Introduction. The concept of absolute defect of a with respect to the
derivative / ' was introduced by H. Milloux [2]. This definition was later
extended by Xiong Qing-Lai [4]. He introduced the term

and called it as the relative defect of the value a with respect to the derivative
f{k\ And the usual defect with respect to f(k) viz

*<kw ^ 1 v Mr, l/fa)-a)
δ(

a

k)(a, /) = 1—lim sup-- -'-r- vr*n
r-~ T(r, f{k))

was called the absolute defect of the value a with respect to f{k). In this paper
he found various relations between these two defects. Later A. P. Singh [3]
defined the relative defects corresponding to distinct zeros and distinct poles and
found various relations between these. In the present paper we shall consider
two different meromorphic functions having common roots and find some relations
involving the relative defects. We assume that the reader has some familiarity
with the Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions. See for example [1].

II. Notations, Terminology. Let /Ί(z), f2(z) be two non-constant mero-
morphic functions and let a be any complex number. Let no(r, a) denote the
number of common roots in the disk \z\^r of the two equations fi(z) = a and
f2{z) — a, and let ήo(r, a) denote the number of common roots in the disk \z\^r
of the two equations fi(z)=a and f2(z) = a, where the multiplicity is disregarded
(i.e. each root being counted only once). Set

Λ? / N Γ r w o ( ί , a)—fio(0, a) Jx . _ / n N ,
iV0(r a) = \ dt-rΐioiO, a)\ogr,

Jo t

N1>2(r, a)—N[r, — )+N(r, —. J — 2N0(r, a).

Let ήbk)(r, a), N[%r, a) etc. denote the corresponding quantities with respect to
f[k) and fik\ Set
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Ni,z(r, a)

T{r, /,)

N[%{r, a)
T(r, f1)+T{r, /,)

) = l—lim sup

) = l - l i m sup

βo(α), Θ^k){a) being similarly defined. The term S(r, /) will denote any quantity
satisfying S(r, f)=o(T(r, /)) as r - > ω except possibly for a set of r of finite
linear measure. For other usual notations see for e.g. [1].

III. Results.

THEOREM 1. Let fi(z), f2(z) be two meromorphic functions such that N[r, -r

/ i\ ;

= S{r, /Ί) and Mr, --) = 5(r, /2).

For the proof we shall need the following lemma of Milloux [I, 55].
*

LEMMA. Let k be a positive integer and let ty{z)=*Σlai{z)fa){z) where

0(z)
f(z)

g
1=0 (S( \

are meromorphic functions such that T(r, ai{z))—S{rf f), then m\r, -jz-^.J=S(r, f)

and T(r, 0):g(£+l)T(r, f)+S(r, / ) .

Proof of theorem. For any meromorphic function / and a complex number
aφQ, oo we first consider the following identity

a _ f(k) f(k)-a
J—J 771TT)

By the lemma one easily gets

, f).

By Nevanlinna's first theorem and the lemma we get

m(r, jr)*N(r. -j^-^-N^, J-fj^)+S(r, f).

And so by [1, 34] we get
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m(r, j)^N(r, i

And so

T(r, f)=m(r, j)+N(r, j)+S(r, f)

, f) .

Also it can easily be verified that N(r, f<-k)-a)=N{r, /<*>), N(T, y * - ^ - - ) -

J ) ' N{r> / u + 1 ) ) - ^ ( r , f-U))=N{r, /<*») and N(r, /'*>)

=N(r, / ) . Applying these results to the above inequality we get

T(r, mN(r, ^ J _

Applying this inequality for ft and f2 and using the hypothesis we get

T(r, fJ + Tir, f^Nir, -fΎk^-)+N(r, ΎJ—~)+N(r, fJ+Nfr, fύ
\ /1 — a / \ j 2 —a '

+S(r, Λ)+S(r, /2)

(r, a)+Nlι2(r, oo)

The result now follows by dividing with T(r, fi)+T(r, f2) and taking limit
superior as r —» oo.

Remark. Since the poles of / and the poles of / α ) occur at the same point,
it follows that N(r, f(k))=N(r, f) and so θ$(oo) etc. reduce to Θ1>2(°o) respec-
tively. However in this case we can show

THEOREM 2. Let fλ{z) and fz(z) be any two meromorphic functions with

Π(r, τ)=S(r, A) and N(r, -l~)=S(r, f2). Then for any

The proof of the above theorem follows as in the previous theorem by con-
sidering the inequality (see for e.g. inequality 2.9 [1, 43])
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T(r, mN(r, f)+N(r, j)+N(r, γ--)+S{r, f).

From the above inequality we also have for all non-negative integers k,

T{r, f)^kN(r, f)+N(r, f)+N(r, j)+N(r, - J —

=N(r, /α))+iv(r, j)+N(r, y^—

which, when applied to the two functions /Ί and /2, will yield

THEOREM 3. Let fx(z) and f2(z) be any two meromorphic functions with

N(r, τ)=S(r, fx) and N(r, ^-)=S(rf / 2 ) . Then for any aΦO, co

THEOREM 4. Let fx and f2 be two meromorphic functions such that N(r, -7-)

=S(r, /1) and Nlr, -r)=S(r, / 2 ) . Then for any finite, non zero, distinct a, b

Proof. For any meromorphic function / we have

( l\<r ( / α ) \ , ( 1 \
m\r> 7 ; - mV> ~~7~r mVf 7(T> 7

/) by the lemma

j j

And hence by Nevanlinna's first and second theorem we get

• , / )

1 \

And so it follows that

T(r, f)£N[r, -TT^rJ+Mr, ja^f)+N^r' - ) + 5 ^ /> $>
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Applying (1) for f1 and f2 and since N(T, -r)=S(r, /i) and N(T, ^λ^S{r, f2)

we get

Kr, f l

+Π(r, jψzi-

P(r, a)

+2JV0

(*}(r, b)+S(r, A)+S(r, / 2 ) .

The result now follows by dividing with T(r, / i)+T(r, /2) and taking limit
superior as r -> oo.

We now prove

THEOREM 5. Z,#ί /ι(^) β̂ <i ΛW ^^ two meromorphic functions which have 0
and oo as exceptional value of defect 1. L ί̂ ax be finite, distinct, non-zero com-
plex numbers, then Σ,Θί%

Proof. By an inequality from theorem 7 of [3], we have for all integers

pT(r, mPN(r, j)+N(r, f)+N(r, j]

-pN(r, yα-

Now clearly N(r, -jϊkτ)-PN{r> 7 L ) = ° a n d i f δ®> D^^co, /) = 1, then the

above inequality reduces to

pT(r, m

Using this to our two functions fλ and f2 we get

P(T(r, fl)+T(r, Λ))^

+S(r, f1)+S(r, /2)

Σi7ίfi 2Σ^ί , α.)
1 = 1

(2)

N o w a c o m m o n root of f[k) = at a n d fψ — ax is a pole of --v^— , { k ) - a n d so w e
/1 ~ 12
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have

- TV' ~fψ~-fψ~)'
and thus

p _

(r, a^T(r, fψ>)+T{r, fik))+O(l). (3)

Now <5(0, Λ)=δ(oo, / t) = l so that T(r, fίk))~T(r, ft) for *=1, 2. So from (2)
and (3) we get

(p-2)(T(r, fύ+Tir, f2))SΈNi%(r, az)+S(r, fJ+Sir, f2).
1

Once again, dividing by T{r, fJ+Tir, f2) and taking limit superior we obtain
p

Σ Θί%(aι)^2. The result now follows by allowing p to tend to oo.
t=i

Finally, we prove a theorem regarding the distinct and the common poles
of /i and / 2 .

THEOREM β. Let /Ί and f2 be two meromorphic functions of finite order and
let T(r, f[)~aT{r, /») where α ^ l and i=l, 2. TAen

Proof. Since / ι are of finite order it follows that

m{r, fί)^m(r, Λ)+O(logr).

And so
T(r, /ί)=iV(r, /0+m(r, /0

r, Λ) + O(logr)

= T(r, ft)+N(r, Λ)+O(logr).

But by hypothesis T(r, fί)~aT{r, ft) and so

(α-l)T(r, fι)^N{r, Λ)+O(logr).

Thus

(α-l)(T(r, Λ)+T(r, f2))^N(r, fi)+N(r, /2)+O(logr)

=JVli2(r, oo)+2ΐVo(r, oo)+0(logr)

and the result follows as earlier.
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